The Rape of Norway

The monetary system, the legal system and parliamentarism work interdependent of each other, working towards one and the same goal:

to plunder the people of their country’s resources through the fabrication of false laws and the help of a fake and worthless monetary system created-out-of-thin-air without any real valuables backing it up, being served into society by bought-and-paid for politicians that on the one hand guise as credible representatives of the peoples until they turn their backs on you so you can see the other side of their real self = the Bilderberg Lucifer self, selling out your country’s valuables behind your backs, stealing the profits from what rightful belong to all of you, while incorporating New World Order laws (EU laws), also known as Maritime Law (Commercial Law), designed to take your rights away from you along with your rightful ownership to your share of your country's valuables' profits, without you seeing it because they do it by stealth flashing kind smiles, waving and hugging children to leave an impression that they care about you and your family. But if that were true, why are they then taxing you through the roof and stealing your country's potential income from your valuables that should be more than enough to cover your entire countries expenses, without taxation of any kind. You are being robbed with a smile and you can't see it because their charisma blind you in ways that make you vote for them again and again until they have taken everything away from you, including your freedom and your right to live. This is the New World Order in action, so beware, these actors are very well trained in deceiving you.

So how much longer are you willing to let the Bilderberg Lucifer puppets betray you and steal your rights and money? When are you going to say "Enough is enough!" and claim your rights and life back by stopping to vote for these mafia criminals that have conquered your Parliament, replaced your country’s constitution, replaced it with Maritime Law which is the Law of the Sea, also known as the Pirate Law where the strongest takes all? This is what you are up against and have to fight to get rid of so you can have your lives and your rightful share of your country's profits from sales of oil, gas, gold, silver, drinking water, electricity and other natural resources belonging to all of you, together, so you can enjoy the benefits of all those billions, instead of allowing your politicians rob you flat like they do today.

Know that the Norwegian Parliament is set up as a private company. Every department of government also. Even the Prime Minister’s office and the entire country itself, now renamed the STATE of Norway, is turned into a private-owned corporation (NORWAY PLC or in Norwegian AS STATEN NORGE), belonging to the Bilderberg owners, instead of being the country Norway belonging to you, the people of Norway.
Know that AS STATEN NORGE is not the same as the country Norway. AS STATEN NORGE is registered as a private company belonging to the Bilderberg group while the country Norway belongs to its citizens. These shrewd politicians who have done this behind your back have met little to none resistance because you haven't been informed about the difference between state and country. And because of this they have given themselves permission to rob you and suppress you with laws that they have enforced upon you with the help of judges who have approved your parliament's change away from your Constitution by embracing Maritime piracy laws, allowing them to suppress and plunder you. This is how bad it is, and you need to wake up and take your power back, or you will lose everything to these merciless mercenaries and pirates!

The traitor political pirates in Norway have, over decades, systematically stolen your country's natural resources as well as the profits from the sale of these, and enabled that by establishing private companies owned by state and themselves and their Bilderberg masters, who have launched these companies on Stock Exchanges so that they can put your valuables for sale as shares that anyone can buy for the right price, making millions upon millions off of these shares that you will never receive anything from. This is how they steal everything behind your backs without you knowing it or discovering it, as you are so used to selling stocks being legitimate that you don't question what is going on, even when you see what is happening, because you think that your politicians are making money for YOU, when they are making money for THEM. So you had better wake up, or you will have no future. These people don't need you and won't hesitate to get rid of you as soon as they can - and they are, without you knowing it - by medicating, radiating and poisoning you through food and chemtrailing into body decay. And if you let that go too far, you are dead. Now you see, so what are you going to do?

Many people spend countless time and energy debating politics, parties and politicians. Which party they think is atrocious, which politicians they are dissatisfied with, which party they will vote for next time, not knowing that ALL politicians represent one party – worldwide criminal freemasonry, bankster-gangsters and their colleagues in international businesses, chiefly the industrial-military complex and the pharmaceutical industry (both legal and illegal=narcotics), of which NATO particularly is an active contributor (narcotics trade) and wars for profit to themselves.

Many a blue-eyed and naive youth has entered politics at low-level entry believing that politicians DO work in favor of their people, only to discover over time that this is not the case, and by then there is no turning back for them. This is why, once you enter politics at Congress or Parliamentary level (or equivalent in your country), you will notice how politicians develop a kind of detached veneer, and a condescending and contemptuous attitude towards their supposed electors, the public and are
dragged into committing crime to their own country and people or they will be disposed of.

If the public worldwide were aware of the fact that politicians are puppet agents and fronts of the global freemasonry and organized crime cartel of the Bilderberg mafia group whose members are satanists, pedophiles and murderers - amongst them royalty – to whom too many of you waste time worshipping and keep them in power by looking up to them, spending time admiring these criminals on TV. The same goes for politicians where you debate amongst yourself which party to vote for next time when the one wise thing to do to save yourself is NOT to vote or worship your thieving suppressors.

You who read this need to understand that politicians are not chosen by their country’ population any more. Most politicians today are not chosen by their country's citizens. They are handpicked to represent the owners of the biggest global banks and corporations who control most government puppets from Presidents/Prime Ministers and and down, including the secret service system that is called Deep State.

You need to know that amongst the many ulterior motives of the Second World War was the motive to destroy all nation states, their constitutions and remove elected politicians, through an enormous coup d’état – the establishment of the European Union with Adolf Hitler at their helm assisted by the British and European royalties and their Prime Minister and government. Their mission was to destroy nationalism to pave the way for one European country owned by, controlled by and dictated by the heads of the Bilderberg empire of bank families, royalty and the Vatican.

This is still going on today, but they are facing resistance now because of the free independent media and modern thinking politicians that do not wish to be enslaved into an unelected European government of business peoples' tyranny, by exposing their plans to the world.

And along with enlightenment pops new political ideals and people who are willing to fight the New World Order. These are very well-known names like Mr. Nigel Farage, Marine Le Penn, Geert Wilders and a lot of other names around in Europe including the Presidents Putin and Trump who have their own agendas to fix economy and their societies in favor of a real monetary system that is fair for everyone so real trade can be reestablished once the Bilderberg pirates are brought to justice, and the murderers, pedophiles and satanists who now control and dictate your societies in the backrooms, from their secret societies end their lives in jail.

The way we see it, your best option for the future is either to join the criminals and risk being persecuted and jailed for life, or be the Bilderberg group’s future jailors! The choice is yours.

InfoWarriors of Norway 2018-10-25
Dear friends in Norway. We are Norwegians too, and it breaks our hearts to see that our country has no future unless many enough of us are willing to stick our necks out and claim our country back by never again vote for our suppressors, liars and thieves. Instead, let us set up a new system that favor everyone in Norway fair and alike. them and support setting up our own system that favors everyone in Norway alike.

Know this:

*By setting up a peoples’ direct democracy we can do exact the same that the bankster-gangsters have done with our existing monetary system = create non-existing hocus pocus money-out-of-thin-air fake money that we can use domestic like they have worldwide.*

Then we can sell our real valuables abroad for them to buy with their fake, worthless international currencies that they, the bankster-gangsters, own and trade with.

And when we buy real valuables like cars, food and whatever else we need to buy from them that we do not produce ourselves, we just pay them back with their OWN FAKE MONEY that we got from them when they "paid" for our real valuables with their fake money, so they can have their own fake money in return, without us spending another real Norwegian Crown (krone) for their products. And since you return their money to them, they have no grounds for complaints! After all, it's THEIR money they get in return. Then, enjoy your buying spree in the EU for free, because in Norway we have created our own new Norwegian currency that is valid inside Norway. And with such currency there is no limit to what we can do to create and build a new paradise-like country out of the ashes of what used to be a Bilderberg ruin!

This we can do, because when we sell real valuables to the European community and receive their fake money for our real values, we use their payments as a barter for products from them instead of taking their worthless money. That way they receive real products from us, and we get real products that we need from them, in return. And what we do within our own country is no-one's business but our's, and that's how we can give ourselves the society and luxury and finest life we can dream of without spending a dime!